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I.INTRODUCTION
The recognition of known faces plays a basic functional role in social relationships. However, face recognition is extremely important for the simplest daily activities, as human relationships are based on this type of personal processing. Normally, people only establish an interaction with others if they can identify the individuals with whom they wish to interact. Identification usually occurs through facial recognition. People normally recognize a great number of faces, as this extremely complex processing occurs in a very natural way, instantaneously.
Given the unique nature of face recognition, researchers affirm that the human brain has a specific region for this type of processing. Neuropsychologists in particular are very interested in understanding the mechanism used in the human brain for face recognition.
The literature traces the beginning of research efforts in facial recognition to the late nineteenth-century. In 1878, the English scientist Sir Francis Galton presented his research in the British Institute of Anthropology, in which he combined facial photographs by overlapping the facial images, and concluded that it was possible to obtain images that would present typical characteristics while reducing or eliminating any existing (and potentially confounding) variations. This, the Galton's method, aligned the major features of faces in photographs, including the orbital regions, and overlapped them to observe similarities and differences. Galton imagined a series of useful applications for his Composite Portraitures to obtain a better idea of the appearance of historical figures, by combining pictures of different artists, whereby the diverse artistic styles would disappear to reveal the true appearance of the character (Figure 1 ). In May 25 of 1888, at the Institute of People Identification (British Royal Institute), Galton had great difficulty describing verbally, or in writing, the hereditary similarities and differences among people. Because of these difficulties, he committed many mistakes in his work and began conducting interesting experiments to characterize and to identify people through their physical characteristics. Thus, Galton developed what he called the "mechanical selector", based in biometrics, which allowed him to compare measurement profiles of the face [02, 05, 06 and 12] .
The idea of measurement comparisons is used currently in computer science research, in which biometrics characteristics of facial images are extracted for comparison in the study of face recognition. Some researchers have developed models based on the geometric characteristics of the human face, whereby these data are calculated on the basis of face geometry represented in facial images. Points-of-control, or vectors, have been used to characterize up to 100 particularities of the face. These are used as comparison parameters, to establish the distances among facial components for numerous faces. Facial biometrics, used since the times of Galton, is a technique that has been developed greatly over the last years, presenting itself as a useful tool for the analysis of face recognition.
II. Psychological aspects of Face Recognition
According to the psychological board, there are two levels of face recognition: recognition at an entrance level and recognition at an subordinated level. In the entrance level, all faces are noticed in a general overall sense, while in the subordinated level, they are distinguished by finer differences. There have been many experiments conducted by psychologists for discovering the extension of the human abilities in recognizing faces under such favorable conditions as illumination with photos upside-down or at an inverted position of 90º, or with varied facial expressions, such as surprise, smiling, irritation and others [01 and 13] . Comments from neuropsychologists and experiments by psychologists conclude that the human brain processes facial recognition through specific molecular channels. Due to the unique nature of this activity, researchers contend that there is strong evidence that facial expressions and face recognition are processed in different ways. Moreover, the ways in which people process and recognize faces of familiar and unfamiliar people are distinct. This was evidenced in experiments, in which some patients were presented with diverse situations of face recognition, including strange people, familiar people, with or without facial expressions; the photos were presented in different positions. The results showed that some people tended to recognize unfamiliar people readily, even though they had only encountered them once before.
A great number of scientists contend that the brain has a specialized area for recognizing faces, as there is evidence that some people are born with great predispositions for recognizing the nodal points of the human face. Despite evidence to the contrary, demonstrating a proven scientific value to face recognition processes in the brain, face recognition has not been accepted as a science in and of itself. The psychologists and doctors who research these areas with neurological tests are interested in understanding the mechanism used by the human brain for deciphering and processing face recognition information. Also, for researchers of Computer Vision and Image Processing, it is very important to understand the mechanism used by the human brain in face recognition. Therefore it is possible to simulate
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similar mechanisms in the brain with a computer, since this subject requires highly complex processing.
III. Psychological models of Face Recognition
The scientists Hay and Young [04] have attempted to explain the recognition of familiar faces based on a unit that they discovered, called units of face recognition (UFR). These scientists state that the UFR reaches a maximum threshold of excitement when the person views a familiar face. This stimulation invokes a codification process in the brain, which is then passed to the UFR that, in turn, has a degree of excitement. This degree of excitement varies proportionally to the degree of recognition certainty. For example, on a scale of 0 to 1, if the excitement is closest to 0 the face will be unknown, and if the excitement is closest to 1 the face will be recognized.
The scientists Cantor and Mischel [03] attempted to systemize the object recognition process used by the brain, and identified a model with three possible situations to reveal when one definitive object was identified. These they called classic, exemplifying and prototyping. In the classic simulation, the observer uses a list of necessary attributes for describing the visual object, as the recognition occurs when the observer is satisfied with the visual stimulation received from all the necessary attributes to the recognition. In the exemplifying simulation, the observer uses a model of examples of collections of visual object occurrences, as the visual stimulation is verified with the base in the similarities of known examples. In the prototyping simulation, the observer uses an archetype model that is an image-summary or a set of characteristics of a visual object, being that the visual stimulation is collated with the base in the similarities of the used archetype.
Other researchers concluded that facial recognition occurs naturally in the human brain via an innate ability to model faces. This archetype is assimilated from all of the facial expressions and angles for a given person, and each new observed face is codified and added to the model. All of the characteristics of the faces are conceived, extending in all the directions of the model, representing the origin of the deposit of facial characteristics. A face that is well-known, with strong similarities to the model, can be located quickly, and close to the origin. On the other hand, if the considered face is very common or difficult to recognize, the next space to the origin will be occupied with information of better-known faces, and the information from the considered face will be shuttled to the end of the model, which is more difficult to access. Overall, it has been concluded that the recognition of known faces demands less memory, compared to that of unknown faces.
IV. Automated Face recognition
Automated face recognition consists of the verification or identification of a person by comparing faces pairwise or to a database of faces (one to many). Face recognition is executed at a subordinated level. In this phase, a new face is compared with known faces stored in a database, and is classified as the face of a known or unknown individual. This automated facial recognition requires an initial phase -termed automated face detection -to locate a face in the considered complex scene, extract the facial image, eliminate the remainder and present the user with a "window" that contains the edited face. Face recognition is a research area that has attracted much interest from the scientific community, having numerous varied applications. In general, the activity of face recognition (automated or natural) has three distinct stages: face representation, face detection and face recognition. Face representation constitutes in the modeling of the face, the translation of the face in codes that can be understood and used for the algorithms of face detection and face recognition. Its primary key can easily represent a register stored in any database, but representing a facial image is not trivial, demanding complex algorithms to construct a worthy representation. The way in which a face is represented determines the successive algorithms of detection and identification. For recognition at the entrance level, a category of faces must be characterized by its generic properties; recognition at the subordinated level requires detailed descriptions of eyes, nose and mouth for each individual face. Research is being conducted toward developing several techniques of face representation that can be categorized into three distinct groups: Template-based, Feature-based and Appearancebased.
The Template-based category has two versions, the first (and simplest) of which is considered to represent faces by means of a bidimensional matrix with values representing the edges of the P. Quintiliano and A. Rosa 22 face ellipse and all the agencies of the face. The second version of this method -more completepresents multiple templates in the representation of the faces, with diverse angles and viewpoints. The biggest advantage of this model is its simplicity. However its disadvantage is that it requires a great amount of memory and thus the algorithm is inefficient.
The Feature-based method considers the positions and sizes of the facial features, such as the eyes, nose and mouth to represent the face. This method consumes fewer computational resources than the Template-based category, which results in faster processing and higher performances when using face databases. The method of comparison based on the geometric characteristics uses a database with a model for each face (size and position of eyes, mouth, sketch of head and relationships among these characteristics). For each image, the distances between the facial features are all calculated. The goal is to acquire a correspondence of type "one to one" between the characteristics of the queried face and the characteristics of the faces stored in a database. The characteristics extracted for vertical gradients are useful for detecting the top of the head, eyes, base of nose and mouth. The horizontal gradients are useful for detecting the lateral limits of the face and the nose. For each face, a vector of characteristics must be calculated and then the recognition algorithm is executed with a next-neighboring classifier.
The Appearance-based method projects the facial images into one linear subspace of low dimension, which is obtained itself from this projection. The eigenfaces space is an application of this method, being constructed with principal components analysis (PCA), from the projection of the images of the training set in the eigenvectorderived space of faces (of low dimension). In this paper, the concept of eigenfaces was expanded for eigenfeatures, as eigeneyes, eigenmouth and eigennose, with the objective of improving the effectiveness of the algorithms to analyzing halfoccluded images.
The Face Detection system is executed upon user entry. Once provided with an image of a complex scene, the system locates a face, edits it and presents it to the face recognition algorithm, which is executed in the subordinated level. Some methods search an elliptical form, while others utilize the texture of the skin or skin color, scan the face features, such as eyes, mouth and nose. Automated Face Recognition consists of identifying a person by comparing two or multiple faces. The faces presented for recognition to the recognition algorithm are compared with the known faces stored in a database, and are then classified as being known or unknown.
This research was developed based on the Appearance-based method for face representation (described above), using the eigenvectors of the images and their respective eigenvalues. This method uses Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT) or PCA to decompose the facial images into a small set of variables that represent the images, known as eigenfaces, succinctly. Using PCA, the new faces (questioned faces) are projected mathematically into a linear space of faces of low dimension created from eigenfaces, derived from the variability inherent among human faces. The Euclidean distances between each questioned face and the face space of each class are then constructed on the basis of the known faces.
Implementing this model, we obtained high indices of recognition from the images taken under favorable conditions of illumination, exactly with diverse face expressions and use of eyeglasses. In these cases, a symmetryzation technique was developed to diminish the effects of inadequate illumination. The application of these techniques significantly improved the performance of the model when the images were obtained in inadequate conditions of illumination, especially with lateral illuminations.
Face recognition performance can be compromised by several factors, including inadequate illumination, low resolution of the image, scale, position of the face, disguise and faccial expression.
V. Model of Considered Automated Face
In this topic, the model of developed automated recognition will be described. In the construction of image and face spaces, one has constructed a set of M face images, the same as those obtained from the face detection algorithm, identified as and referred to as training set images. As such, these images are used for training the model and verifying its performance. These images are the squared matrix of NxN, therefore having each image in N 2 pixels, where N=128. Preliminarily, all M images are converted into column vectors, having the dimension N²x1, with the same N² pixels. This conversion is conducted
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by taking each of the lines and concatenating them, one after the other, in order to construct the column vector of the following formula:
(1) It is calculated, then, the average face Ψ of all the set of images, adding themselves all the images and dividing the result for the amount of images, using the following formula:.
(2)
Once calculated, the average face Ψ (also with N 2 pixels and dimension), a new set of images Ф i is created, as determined from the differences between each of the images of the training set and the average face.
Thus, each of the Ф i images evolves differently from the average face of the distribution, and this distance is calculated by deducting the average face distance to it from each face, arriving in a new space of images, calculated from the following formula: 
From the matrix A, the covariance matrix C would have to be created, by the external product, with the dimension N 2 xN 2 , according to the following formula:
The alternative was to create the covariance matrix L, by means of an internal product, with dimension M x M, without the assembly of matrix C, for the effect of performance improvement. The calculation of matrix L is given according to the following formula: (10) 24 (11) As (11) is true, instead of using the expression (10) to calculate the eigenvectors of C, they can be calculated more simply, from a linear combination of the space of the original images (matrix A) with the eigenvectors of L (matrix V), multiplying the matrices A and V, of the following form:
Where the matrix V, of dimension (MxM), is constituted by the M eigenvectors of L, and the matrix U, of dimension (N 2 xM) , is constituted by all the eigenvectors of C, and the matrix A is the space of images, of dimension (N 2 xM).
Each eigenvector is constructed from its own eigenvalue, and the eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues provide more information on facial variation than those with smaller eigenvalues.
After the eigenfaces are extracted from the covariance matrix face sets, the next stage is to train the model. For this process, only four images of each class were used. Moreover, these images are used to verify and test the model of all M images.
All the representative images of the classes are projected in eigenfaces space and represented by a linear combination of eigenfaces, having a new variable that corresponds to a more condensed dimensional space. It is known that only a few eigenvectors, with the largest eigenvalues, are enough for the face recognition, therefore they had been used only (M´<M) eigenvectors. This projection is based on the following formula:
Where the matrix Ω i of the dimension (M´x Nc ) contains the Nc eigenvectors of dimension (M´x 1), matrix L, and is used for comparison to the new faces presented for recognition. Nc is the number of existing classes in the training set.
If all eigenfaces are used to represent the faces, these sets of initial images can be reconstructed completely. Eigenfaces are used to represent or to codify any recognized face to be compared or recognized. One have to use eigenfaces with bigger eigenvalues in order to reconstruct the faces, because they have much more information regarding the variation of the faces.
Because of the projection on the eigenfaces space to describe the variation of the distribution of faces, it is possible to use these new face descriptors to classify them, in order to recognize people. Similarly, the face recognition algorithm extracts the descriptors of the newly submitted face recognition data and compares them, using Euclidean distances, to the descriptors of the class previously stored in the database. Thus, each face submitted to the face recognition layer is projected into the face space, obtaining for itself the vector Ω using the following formula:
The vector Ω, of the dimension (Mx1), is compared with each of the vectors Ω i (i=,...,Nc) . If the distance found between Ω and any Ω i (i=,...,Nc) is inside the threshold of the class and it is the shorter distance, then the face recognition of Ω belongs to class i.
The distance is calculated by squared minimums using the following formula:
The thresholds θ i (i=1,...,Nc) define the maximum distance allowed between the new face submitted to the recognition layer, and each one of the classes. If the distance between the new face and one of the class is inside the threshold of the class, then it was recognized by the system. Thresholds are adjusted by a variable k that defines the tolerance of errors, whereby the smaller the variable, the greater is the tolerance of "false positives" with a reduced tolerance of "false negatives".
The calculation of the Nc thresholds, where
Nc is the amount of worked classes, is calculated by the following formula:
The eigenvectors of the facial images are defined in the image space, and are thus called eigenfaces. The biggest variation in the training vectors is described for the first eigenface. The second largest variation is described for the second eigenface, and so on.
The weight of first eigenface is very high, describing the maximum variation among the eigenvalues. The value of the weights diminishes with the number of eigenfaces. Accordingly, the
U = AV
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In contrast to face detection, in which there are only two object classes (faces and non-faces), each individual describes a separate class herein. All of the faces have the same facial characteristics and are basically identical in the global configuration. This makes the task of face recognition a complex problem. Adding another layer of complexity is that the face of each individual can have many variations due to orientation changes, facial expressions, illumination, scale and disguises.
A facial image is a two-dimensional array of intensity values. In this presented model, the standard size is of 128 x 128 pixels. The image can be dealt with as a vector or a point in a space of dimension 16384. However, the images of the faces are not distributed fortuitously in this high dimensional space. The fact is that all faces possess the same basic features of eyes, nose and mouth, which together comprise a subgroup of the complete image space. That is to say that the dimension of the face space is less than the image space.
VI. Face Recognition of HalfOccluded Faces
In forensic applications in which the criminal is filmed at the crime scene with a half-occluded face, concealed by masks or another device, it is necessary for the software to enable face recognition regardless. Normally, the disclosed areas include the eyes, or parts of the mouth or the nose [07, 08, 09, 10 and 11] .
Thus, to utilize the automated face recognition layer with half-occluded images, the concepts defined for eigenfaces are being expanded to include eigeneyes, eigenmouth and eigennose. Using eigenmouth and eigennose, the automated face recognition algorithm trained to examine people with the superior part of the covered face is possible, with dark eyeglasses or masks. Using eigeneyes, the people can be recognized even with the inferior part of the face covered by a mask, since the orbital region is displayed.
The algorithms developed for these specific techniques are very similar to those developed for eigenface, having, however, an "additional intelligence" to verify automatically the part of the face that is submitted to the recognition layer. Additionally, it will have to keep a database more complete, with specific information of eigenfaces, eigenmouth, eigennose and eigeneyes, referring to all the worked class, using always the same criteria established in the extration and confrontations of all these eigenfeatures.
The performance of eigenfaces is wellbehaved, improving linearly with the number of eigenvectors used in the recognition layer, whereas the performance of eigenfeatures is a little unexpected, oscillating slightly up and down with the increasing variation of the number of eigenvectors used.
To enable the automated face recognition feature function with half-occluded images, we must expand the concepts of eigenfaces to eigeneyes by using only one region with approximately 20% of the face. Two techniques based on eigeneyes have been developed, based on the use of only one eye, or by centering the two eyes. The first technique yielded better results, with higher effectiveness. Figure 2 illustrates the use of the second technique, where the two eyes are centered, and Figure 3 was produced with only one of the eyes. Figure 3 shows some images of the right eyes of the people (left of the image) used in these experiments, whereby it is shown that the automated face recognition feature can be engaged effectively with only a small part of the face. In Figure 3 , A is the "Average Eye" of all of the training set data. B-D are the "Average Eyes" of its respective classes. E-H are some examples of images of the training set. Table 1 presents the results of the model and all used-cases for the eigenfaces algorithm on the entire face. These results suggest face recognition success to 98.33% with 50 eigenvalues as input. Table 2 shows the results gotten of the eigeneyes algorithm, with the use of an only eye as it is shown in Figure 3 . Although the use of only about 20% of the face, the results for this algorithm had been only 10.83% lesser than to the performance of the eigenface algorithm. Table 3 presents the results of our model and all use-cases for the eigenmouth algorithm and entire mouth images, and Table 4 presents those for eigeneyes, with the region around the two eyes (Fig. 2) . The efficiency of these two algorithms was slightly less than that of eigeneyes with an only eye. 
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Conclusions
The considered model is sufficiently robust in the treatment of facial images obtained in controlled conditions of illumination, varied face expressions and with transparent eyeglasses. It is sufficiently efficient and simple to training, as is the naked eye in recognition, without engaging any low-level processing for verification of the face geometry or the distances between the facial features and/or its dimensions.
In order to accommodate real-life instances in which a facial image is only partially captured, we expanded our model to recognize faces based on partial information in the form of halfoccluded facial images. These expansions are termed eigeneyes, eigennose and eigenmouth, which can glean whole-face information from image fragments of approximately 20% of the face. The software can be used in real cases for recognizing people in crime scenes, by comparing the captured images to those of the suspect, including specific requests for comparisons with databases of black lists composed of criminals and suspects in general.
